


Gotta Read This

Pssst... Your Piano Teacher Thinks This Is Theory is designed to get your 
students excited about learning theory. Unlike traditional "worksheet driven" theory 
books, the activities in this book are intended to be used with the music your 
students are actually learning in their method books.; reinforcing theory concepts as 
they arise naturally!

Pssst... Your Piano Teacher Thinks This Is Theory has been created to 
be used with 6- 11 year olds who are already reading notes on the staff. It is divided 
into the following nine chapters: Dynamics, Articulation, Italian Terms, Half Steps/ 
Whole Steps, Accidentals, Intervals, chords, Rests and Values, and Time Signatures.

if you would like to purchase this resource click here.

Important!

The text, design, and graphics in this publication are protected by copyright law. 
Purchase of this book includes a license to print unlimited copies for use 
in your private studio only. Any duplication or electronic transmission for 
resale or otherwise is prohibited.
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Super Helpful Tip#1

This book isn't really a start-to-finish kinda deal. Start at the beginning, start at 
the end, start in the middle... just be sure to START! The 88 activities are divided into 
9 different chapters, but because these activities are meant to be used in context, 
don't feel obliged to stick to our sequence... Pick and choose activities with your 
students' levels in mind - this book will "grow" with your students as they encounter 
more and more difficult theory concepts.

Equally Helpful Tip#2

The 88 activities in this book are designed to reinforce theory concepts as they 
arise naturally in your students' music. Use these activities whenever you stumble 
across a teachable moment in a method book, lead sheet, or any other form of 
sheet music! Nothing is going to hammer home the knowledge you impart like an 
activity from Pssst... Your Piano Teacher Thinks This Is Theory

Not-to-be-outdone Tip#3

Have a really, really, great time. Theory is too often dreaded by teachers and 
students because it is BORING... with a really big, capital "B". But dread is a thing of 
the past! Instead of moaning and groaning at the mere mention of the word "theory"... 
your kids are going to jump for joy! So get silly, and get started!

How to use This book For 
Maximum Piano Teaching Awesomeness




